Employees in the *Wall and Ceiling Lining* trade install, apply and finish plasterboard, fibre cement sheeting, pre-cast fibrous plaster sheets, mouldings and partitions and suspended ceiling systems.

They fix standard plasterboard sheets to walls and ceilings, fix battens and mix plastering compounds. They fix battens, wet area sheets and ceiling sheets to external protected areas. They finish plasterboard joins and sand plaster work manually, cut and fix paper-faced cornices and construct bulkheads.

They may perform the following tasks:

- install batt insulation products
- install acoustic and thermal environmental protection systems
- install and finish plasterboard and fibre cement sheeting to arches.

If you are seeking recognition in the *Wall and Ceiling Lining* trade, you must provide evidence demonstrating the nature and duration of your employment in particular:

- log books or job cards illustrating the nature of trade work you have performed
- work related references from employers and qualified supervisors outlining the duration of employment and detailing the nature of work you have performed, procedures applied and tools and equipment used which are consistent with the *Wall and Ceiling Lining* trade. References must be on your employer’s letter-head, signed and dated.
- formal training records, evidence of relevant training completed
- any other evidence which demonstrates that you are competent or trained to work as a *Wall and Ceiling Liner*. 